Announcing a new Professional Development opportunity starting February 21st!

**Drawing with Value**

This class will focus on how to help your drawings come alive using value or shading. We will work on some sketching techniques to help get accurate proportion in your drawings, as well as learning how to shade using a full range of values. We will be using pencil, charcoal, and watercolor.

This class is suitable for Elementary through Secondary educators. The class projects will be geared towards both Art Educators and Elementary school teachers hoping to increase their understanding of Value and provide some project ideas that can be adapted to their own art curriculums. We will learn several fun and creative techniques that students of all ages will be able to do, as well as focus on some more of the traditional use of drawing and shading as we create some quality finished pieces.

For $8 you can use supplies provided by the instructor or *You will need to bring these supplies for the class:* Drawing Pencils (2H, 2B, 4B, 6B) if you have them, if not, you can get away with just a regular #2 pencil. An eraser, a blending stump, a set of watercolor paint and a brush, and Charcoal (a charcoal pencil and a piece of compressed charcoal). Some sheets of drawing paper 9 X12 or 12 x 18 inches or I will have some paper to purchase in-class for a very small fee.

Participants will also be required to share an art lesson plan or idea in a short 5 min presentation. You may miss and make-up 1 class if you have to be absent and still receive credit for the class.

**Dates:** Weds, February 21, 28, March 7, March 14, 21, 28, 2018  
**Time:** 6:00pm-8:30pm  
**Credits:** 1.0  
**Instructor:** Anne Pack  
(annelebras05@yahoo.com)  
**Place:** South Jordan Middle School-Art Classroom  
10245 South 2700 West, South Jordan

Sign-up today on the JPLS-Jordan Professional Learning System website!